STATE-OF-THE-ART

SECURITY
No doubt about it, online technology has made the world better connected and more efficient than ever.
But it has also given birth to a wide range of cybercrimes including identity theft. As a result, you may be
wondering: how safe is Online Banking at Central Valley Community Bank?
The answer: extremely. Central Valley Community Bank takes online security very seriously, and we are
constantly adopting and updating our security measures to ensure the highest levels of safety and
protection for our customers.
For example, our Online Banking and Cash Management services have some powerful security
enhancements I’d like to share with you. These include Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), RSA
Authentication and Security Tokens – high-tech measures that will soon be required of all online
banking providers, and have been added in recent years at Central Valley Community Bank as another
layer of security for verifying your identity.
Whether you use Cash Management for your business online banking, or Personal Online Banking,
you’ll appreciate the added peace-of-mind of MFA and RSA security.

MFA SECURITY

MFA security requires that customers prove their identity by two or more methods before being able to
access the system (ID/password). By adding this layer to the Log In process, we’re able to further ensure
that your account information is secure and that you’re protected from fraud and identity theft.

RSA AUTHORIZATION

RSA Authentication (which is named for the three developers responsible for the technology) provides
enhanced security three ways.

• FIRST– with a password that only you know.
• SECOND– by establishing a “trusted relationship” between your computer and our system.
• THIRD – with image and text authentication (referred to as “TrueStamp” authentication
within the Personal Online Banking system) – a picture and code phrase of your choosing.
All to ensure that you – and only you – can access your bank account, while preventing
cybercriminals from stealing your identity by impersonating websites you trust.
As an added security measure, you may be asked to verify your RSA/TrueStamp authentication feature
any time the system determines there are uncharacteristic or unusual actions on your account, in order to
prevent unauthorized activity (i.e. If you Log In from a different computer/laptop or complete a different
type of transaction on your account that you don’t normally perform).

SECURITY TOKENS

Additionally, Security Tokens are available as an option for Cash
Management customers in highly sensitive environments. A token is
a physical device that must be in your possession in order to access
your business banking account. It will generate a unique password
which must be entered at Log In within 30 seconds. The password
will be different every time you Log In, in order to ensure maximum
security. Think of a Security Token as a “virtual key” that proves your
identity electronically, in addition to the regular password associated
with your account.
We’ve done our best to make these enhancements a seamless part
of your familiar Log In process, so you can still enjoy the speed and convenience of banking online while
experiencing the added peace-of-mind that comes from knowing you’re as fully protected as possible.
We appreciate the trust you’ve placed in Central Valley Community Bank and our Online Banking systems,
and work hard to earn that trust every day with the highest levels of security and protection.

